Developing Elementary School Teacher Competence in Making Music Learning Media Using Scratch Application: An Action Research
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Abstract. The development of technology and information demands elementary school teachers to be able to make and teach technology-based musical instruments so that the development of technology and information can be used in the learning process. Elementary school teachers also have problems teaching musical composition using ensemble musical instruments. Teachers also lack strategies and media to teach musical instruments, so they need to have ideas for developing technology-based musical instruments. This study aims to develop the elementary school teachers' ability to innovate and make music learning media using a computerized system. The research design used was action research. The participants were 38 teachers from nine regencies and cities in West Java, Indonesia. The results showed that the teachers were able to complete the task of making technology-based learning media, which means that they were able to develop their technological abilities to make music learning media. Teachers can easily use and master the Scratch application to make music learning media. It can be concluded that with structured and controlled training, elementary school teachers can develop themselves and innovate well.
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INTRODUCTION ~ Learning media is a fundamental element in learning music in elementary schools because it greatly influences student competence. Meerbaum-Salant et al. [2013] stated that the use of media is a major requirement in the music learning process. In reality, however, not all elementary schools in Indonesia have complete facilities and means of learning music. Based on the survey results of 38 participants, only 13 (34.2%) schools had complete learning facilities and the remaining 25 (65.9%) had incomplete learning facilities. This condition is exacerbated by only a few teachers trying to develop their own learning media. Lack of teacher competence and motivation in developing instructional media is also a cause of the non-optimal music learning in elementary schools. As a result, students had not achieved the required competence. This is certainly a problem for music education in Indonesia.

A training program for elementary school teachers is one solution to overcome this problem. However, based on survey results in Sutedang Regency, West Java province, in 2020 the
local government Education Office rarely conducted training programs to improve teacher musical competence. In fact, in the last two years there had been no training program at all (Julia, Supriyadi, & Iswara, 2020). This condition encourages a training program for developing music learning media using Scratch application for elementary school teachers so that they can improve their competence and knowledge about music learning media.

Previous research proved the importance of training program for elementary school teachers. Julia et al., (2020) conducted a study on non-specialist music teachers by implementing a five-step critical reflection. The results showed that the teachers’ knowledge of basic music theory increased. They could also use several applications that support music teaching so that they can improve skills in teaching music.

Calderón-Garrido et al., (2019) conducted a scientific review of the influence of technology in the educational revolution in the last ten years in Spain. The results showed that students at elementary level can improve their musical abilities significantly. At middle school level, students could strengthen their knowledge of traditional music. Meanwhile at the university level, online learning had become a new trend, allowing the entry of new experiences.

Özkandemir (2019), examined the effect of Scratch programming language and Makey Makey electronic card used in coding and robotics lessons on note reading and writing in primary school 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade music lessons. There were 156 students in the research. According to the results of the 12-week education process, it has been determined that there was an improvement in note reading and writing activities at all grades. In addition, it has been specified that the students enjoyed this learning process and did the exercises gladly.

Biasutti et al., (2015) conducted a research to increase the confidence of non-specialist primary school music teachers through an intensive program. Training was given to 23 elementary teachers from four different countries, who were studying at European universities. The results showed that there was an increase in the quality of effective attitudes in teaching music in elementary school and that the teachers valued the methodological approach, practical learning ideas, and how the course met their educational needs. Teachers were also able to provide solutions to social problems in communication, topics/activities, methods and organization.

Based on previous research, the results of research have not been obtained that examine the development of music learning media based on the Scratch application, especially in Indonesia. Therefore, the main objective of this research is to improve the ability of elementary school teachers to develop music learning media by utilizing technology. This study seeks to investigate the problem through the following questions: (1) Can elementary school teachers improve their ability to develop music learning media? (2) Can elementary
teachers use technology for teaching music? (3) Will a series of reflective-critical steps change the paradigm of elementary school teachers to be more creative in teaching music?

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Teacher Competence

Research showed that mastery of content and approaches are critical to teaching so that music teachers have a foundation for the instruction (Townsend, 2011; Augustine & Wong, 2016; Maguraushe, 2015; Concina, 2015; Rauduvaitė & Wang, 2018). When teachers have content knowledge, knowledge of the curriculum, and pedagogical knowledge, they have a sound knowledge base (Shukman, 1987; Mariaye, 2012). Other research (Anwar, 2015; Chireshe, 2011; Leung & Wong, 2005; Penn-Edwards, 2010) also established that good training of music teaching is attributable to the teachers’ musical capability, philosophy, pedagogy, and character. Furthermore, the music training involves making reachable the aesthetic meaning of music (Davis, 2005; Fitzpatrick, 2011; Karlsen, 2011; Martin et al., 2013; Reimer, 2003; Smithrim & Upiits, 2005; J.-C. Wang & Humphreys, 2009; Wiggins, 2007).

The music teachers’ inspiration is also critical to their efficiency in teaching music in the classroom. Confidence, which is an indication of security emanating from grounding in a discipline, is also a motivator to the teacher (Akuno, 2019; Akuno, 2012; Human & van Niekerk, 2014; Njoora, 2015). Music teachers need good education to achieve subject matter mastery and face challenges when teaching, and that empowers them to deliver confidently (Akuno, 2012). This means that sufficient music teacher education and training will lead to improved confidence. Interest in work, good results, and boosted confidence can make the music teacher productive. In this research, music teacher motivation was central to their construction of their own personal identity, self-efficacy, as well as how their authorities perceive them. Self-concept is critical to effectiveness through their belief in their own ability to provide and develop education (Berberick et al., 2016; Button, 2010; Legette et al., 2016; Schmidt, 2013; Wong & Lau, 2018).

Technological Literacy

Teaching is closely related to the abilities that, as the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) said to be in demand in the labor market, is called ‘intangible advantages’ such as ‘knowledge-based capital’ (Barreneche et al., 2016; Hasse, 2017; Magnussen et al., 2019; Magnusen & Stensgaard, 2018; Minoi et al., 2019). The OECD advocates that through ICT-related education, training and re-skilling, people can be prepared with the suitable abilities to make use of ICTs and to manage risks to their online social and economic actions, along with the perspective to foster entrepreneurship, employment, and e-inclusion (Arbix et al., 2017; OECD, 2015; Hasse, 2017b; Nimrod, 2018; Truong & Sweetman, 2018).
Various technology in education, such as pens, books, blackboards, and chalk, have been around as long as schools and students have existed. However, electronic educational technologies should be seen as a political agenda. Today, many new software and hardware have been produced by technology companies (such as Apple, Lego, Microsoft etc.) who have a commercial interest in education. The electronic educational technologies include the hardware that allows access to digital resources and networks, and the using the resources and network (Davies & Eynon, 2013; Eynon & Geniets, 2016; Hartnett, 2017; Navarro et al., 2018; Papatraianou et al., 2014; Shao & Crook, 2015). Thus, these technologies are more than just material objects.

In practice, technologies in education have changed education unexpectedly. It has been challenging for schools to connect materials and practical work systems. The reason for the difficulties, in part, is the teachers’ lack of skills and understandings in integrating new technologies in their teaching practice. School managers thought that this is a matter of teachers’ technical skills; however, since demands of new technologies are in fact beyond the material, there is a need for technological literacy. Some believed that the issue would fade away as digital natives replace older teachers (Casillas et al., 2020; Chandrasoma & Lee, 2013; Fehér, 2020; Natesan et al., 2020; Prensky, 2001; Tortosa-Pérez et al., 2020; Zhang, 2020). Yet, little evidence suggests that this will resolve the problem (Helsper & Eynon, 2010; Ng, 2012; Pearce & Rice, 2013; Selwyn, 2012; Thompson, 2013; S. K. Wang et al., 2014). As a result, it is important for teachers to cope with the effect of technologies in teaching and learning in school, and to understand that this is more than just a matter of technical skills.

**Technology-Based Teaching Media**

Teachers are tasked to design rich and relevant learning for students who actually have access to any learning resources on their own, at any time. Teachers also face difficulties because of the pressure of government regulation, intensive testing, expanding teaching quantity, student language and cultural diversity, and reduced respect for the profession from the society (Baskerville, 2011, 2012a, 2012b; Pransky, 2009; Sanford et al., 2012; Trittel et al., 2014). Learning is also difficult because students have to acquire the skills, knowledge, understandings, and attitudes to prepare them for the always changing workforce driven by technology (Baskerville, 2012a; Jukes et al., 2010; Kelly et al., 2008; Kivunja, 2014; Pearlman, 2010). Teachers need to focus on the constantly developing technology to engage students and ensure that the education given is relevant to the society in which they will live (Montrieux et al., 2015; Uluyol & Şahin, 2016; Vanderlinde & van Braak, 2010, 2011).

Online teaching and learning are now the demand in the age of information (Blasco-Arcas et al., 2013; Dağhan & Akkoyunlu, 2016; Oncu & Cakir, 2011; Verdú et al., 2012). Moreover, in the past two decades, investment in educational technology has happened worldwide
Based on the notion that technology can promote effective learning and support higher academic achievement, yet there has not been much evidence to support this (Blasco-Arcas et al., 2013; Dağhan & Akkoyunlu, 2016; Oncu & Cakir, 2011; Verdú et al., 2012). However, information and communication technology (ICT) can encourage important reflection about learning, where learning outside school may result in people questioning the teaching and learning models in schools (Austin et al., 2010; Biasutti & EL-Deghaidy, 2015; Clarke, 2013; Hadjerrouit, 2013; Haugerud, 2011; Henderson et al., 2013).

Significant factors in the use of technology to support learning have been identified by years of research. The factors have been integrated into theoretical frameworks and models, such as the constructionist theory, in which knowledge is actively constructed and created. This is possible if the learners are active in building an external artefact that they can reflect upon and share with others. Internet and ICT advances allow the creation of such artefact and learning (Adell, 1997; Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Cuban et al., 2001; Papert, 1993). In constructionist view, computers are necessary to support experimentation and active building of knowledge through creation, reflection, and sharing. Students have a part in directing their learning (Alonso et al., 2010; Jara et al., 2009; Moreno et al., 2007; Romero Ariza & Quesada Armenteros, 2014), and in exchanging ideas to build a public artefact (Adell, 1997; Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Cuban et al., 2001; Papert, 1993). Meanwhile, teachers are knowledge facilitators instead of being knowledge providers (Adell, 1997; Cordova & Lepper, 1996; Cuban et al., 2001; Papert, 1993).

**METHOD**

**Research Design and Collaboration**

The action research design was carried out by gathering information and then improving the learning methods of the research subject (Creswell, 2002). This design was used because the data were collected using self-reflection questions to gain more understanding about the practice (McTaggart, 1994). This research aims to develop critical steps to improve teacher understanding. This is in line with Creswell (2002) stating that the purpose of action research is to explore practical problems to develop the solutions. Using action research, teachers are also believed to be able to increase their enthusiasm and self-confidence (Jenkins Dr & Crawford, 2016; Pelton, 2010). Moreover, this research follows stages of action research.

The research began with collecting information from the participants. Then, based on the information, the participants were trained to provide insight and improve understanding in developing learning media. Based on the stages, this research led to action research; therefore, action research was selected as the design of this research.

An important point in action research is collaboration (Creswell, 2002; Jaipal & Figg, 2011; Leeman et al., 2018). To fulfill this point, this research activity was socialized until the
collaborators joined. Based on the survey results by Julia et al. (2020) in the past two years there had been no government effort to carry out music training for elementary school teachers in Sumedang Regency. This condition was the reason to offer training for elementary school teachers. In the implementation, of this research, a colleague assisted with preparing the training facilities, infrastructure, and conditioning the participants during the training.

Research Subject and Location

This research was conducted in Sumedang Regency, West Java. West Java Province consists of 27 regencies with Sumedang as the center of the research location. This Regency is divided into three regions based on the level of progress, namely urban, transitional, and rural regions. The target participants were initially elementary school teachers in Sumedang. However, after being socialized through social media such as Whatsapp, Instagram, and Facebook, there were many positive responses from teachers outside Sumedang Regency. Therefore, it was decided that the participants were not only in Sumedang, but also from outside the regency. However, the research location was still centered in Sumedang where the researchers live and work. The research location is shown in Figure 1.

![Map of Sumedang Regency](image)

**Figure 1.** Research Location

The participants of the training program were 38 teachers from nine regencies and cities. Based on the survey results, 30 (78.9%) teachers had taught music and 9 (21.1%) have never taught music. Most participants (27) were from Sumedang, and the rest are from Bogor (3), Cirebon (2), Banyumas, Blora, Cimahi, Indramayu, Majalengka, and Magelang (1 each). Based on gender and age, the participants consisted of six (15.8%) males and 32 (84.2%) females. Two (5.3%) participants were aged between 21-25 years old, 22 (57.9%) were between 26-30 years old, six (15.8%) were between 31-35 years old, two (5.3%) were between 36-40 years old, three (7.9%) were between 41-45 years old, one (2.6%) were between 45-50 years old, and two (5.3%) were between 50-55 years old.
Research Procedure
Based on the research design, this research had three stages, namely the pre-action, action, and post-action stages. The pre-action stage consisted of survey and the initial stage of data analysis. This survey was distributed to the participants before the training activities. The action stage consisted of training and practical use of the Scratch application. The post-action stage consisted of a survey and evaluation. The action stage produced six critical-reflective steps in the process of increasing teacher competence to develop learning media, namely exploration and motivation, introduction to the Scratch application, elaboration, confirmation, revision and evaluation, and discussion of findings from a series of training activities.

After the training, the participants were assigned to fill out an online survey. The survey consisted of several open questions, and Likert, and Gutman scales. This survey was aimed to identify the knowledge and ability of teachers of the training material and to identify their views in developing music learning media after the training. In its implementation, the training was conducted via Zoom meeting added with a WhatsApp group as a means for discussion. Zoom meeting was used because when the training was held, in Indonesia, especially Sumedang Regency, the Covid-19 pandemic had occurred. Therefore, all activities that gather large numbers of people were prohibited. While the WhatsApp group was used because it was easy to operate and was the main application for everyone to communicate. Google Form was also used for the survey These media was chosen because they were familiar to use by the teachers, easily accessible via smartphones, could minimize data inaccuracies by utilizing one entry point, eased the work of the researchers, and they only required basic computer skills (Laskowski & Laskowski, 2016).

RESULTS
The steps taken to produce critical and evaluative thinking about developing application-based music learning media were carried out in several planned and structured processes. The processes involved data collection, pre-action analysis, six-stage action, and post-action analysis. The following are detailed elaborations of the action processes.

Pre-action Analysis
Before the training, the participants filled out a pre-action survey to identify their knowledge and skills in using and developing application-based learning media in teaching music in elementary schools. Based on the survey results, the information obtained was divided into two categories, namely, confidence in teaching music and the use and development of music media.

Table 1 shows the participants’ responses to the questions and statements related to their experience and confidence in teaching music. It can be seen that of the 38 participants, 30
(78.9%) had taught music and eight (21.1%) had never taught art. Meanwhile, in terms of competence, 3 (7.9%) participants felt incompetent, 15 (42.1%) felt less competent, 17 (44.7%) felt competent, and two (5.3%) felt very competent. Almost all participants agreed that teaching music was easy and fun with 26 (68.4%) participants agreeing, four (10.5%) strongly agreeing, six (15.8%) rather disagreeing, and only two (5.3%) disagreeing.

Table 1. Confidence in Teaching Music

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever taught music?</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Rather Disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am competent in teaching music.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching music is easy and fun.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The Use and Development of Music Learning Media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever used an application to develop music learning media?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever known Scratch application before?</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does your school provide adequate facilities or media for learning music?</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Rather Disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I use learning media when teaching music.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning media really help me with teaching music.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students understand better when I teach using learning media.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are many applications that can develop music learning media.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 describes the participants’ knowledge regarding the development of technology-based learning media. To the statement “I use learning media when teaching the music”, one (2.6%) participant responded disagree, seven (18.4%) disagree, 21 (55.3%) agree, and nine (23.7%) strongly agree. This shows that most of the participants always used learning media when teaching music. However, not all schools have adequate learning facilities and media. Only 13 (34.2%) participants had adequate facilities at school while the rest were inadequate. After further investigation, the teachers had various solutions to this problem, including by using audio-visual media, YouTube, smartphones or laptops, and asking students
to bring them from home. Of the 38 participants, only four (10.5%) participants ever used applications to develop music learning media, and the rest had never used them. After further exploration, there were various applications they had used, such as Contact, Cubase, EZ Keys, Halion Sonic 3, VST Instrument, and only one participant had used Scratch. However, almost all participants agreed that there were many applications that could be used to develop learning media, with 13 (34.2%) participants strongly agreed, 20 (52.6%) agreed, 5 (13.1%) rather disagreed, and only 3 (7.9%) disagreed. In fact, 22 (57.9%) participants had known Scratch before and only 16 (42.1%) had not known it.

**Action: Music Learning Media Development Using Scratch Application**

Referring to the most urgent aspect for music teachers to know and master, six critical steps were applied. Through these six steps, the teachers’ needs and problems were reflected (Julia, Iswara, et al., 2019; Julia, Supriyadi, et al., 2020; Julia & Isrokatun, 2019; Supriyadi & Julia, 2019). The following are the six critical action steps to improve the music teachers’ ability to develop technology-based learning media.

**Step 1: Exploration and Motivation**

The results of the pre-action survey showed that most schools did not have adequate music learning facilities and media. However, almost all participants did not try to develop their learning media. They only tried to use any available media such as asking students to bring them from home, using YouTube, and using smartphones and laptops. Only two out of 38 participants tried to develop learning media through applications. Even so, most of them admitted that there were many applications that they could use. In fact, half of them were familiar with Scratch before the training. The development of learning media has not been implemented due to several things such as a lack of awareness of the importance of making learning media and lack of ability to use applications. Therefore, their perception had to be changed. To attract their interest and attention, several examples of learning media were shown. All of the learning media displayed were in the Scratch application. The participants were shown various functions and advantages of these learning media, thereby increasing their motivation to learn them.

**Step 2: Introduction of Scratch Application**

At this step, the participants were given an explanation about Scratch starting from its functions, advantages and disadvantages, to how to use it. The activity began by explaining about the advantages and disadvantages. Scratch is a programming application used by young people (Meerbaum-Salant et al., 2013). The application is simple and easy to use, it does not require high computer specifications, and it has many features that can facilitate users to be more creative. The disadvantage is that the results or products from the application cannot be imported into other forms. Users can only use the created media in
the application. The next activity was a step by step explanation of how to use the application. The explanation began with the introduction of the icon, the tools functions, how to create and enter images, how to record and enter sounds, to how to give commands or code. During the activity, the participants were monitored by the collaboration team, noting which parts were difficult for the participants to understand and giving them the opportunity to ask questions. Figure 2 shows the appearance of the Scratch application.

![Figure 2. Scratch Application Interface](image)

### Step 3: Elaboration and Building Communication using Social Media

After the participants understood how to use Scratch, they were given the opportunity to explore the application. They were directed to make various kinds of music learning media based on the Basic Competencies in the 2013 Curriculum for Elementary School. At this stage, the participants created a discussion group on WhatsApp named Training Group and Scratch Workshop. In this group they discussed various ideas such as reviewing the training materials that were uploaded on YouTube, reporting the progress of making the media, reporting any obstacles and difficulties during making the media, and so on. At that time, the collaboration team was always ready to provide assistance for the participants who had problems, especially those who were elderly because they lacked adequate skills in using the application. Some of them also expressed their regret that they had missed a series of training activities due to their work schedule.

One of the topics discussed was training certificates. From the discussion, it was revealed that one of the reasons for them to take part in the training was to receive a certificate as a trainee. For them, a certificate was proof to include in their annual report as government officers. The certificate was also a supporting element for the credit score to raise their level. Seeing the activeness of the participants, seminar certificates were given to them at the end of the training.
**Step 4: Confirmation and Evaluation**

The second face-to-face activity was carried. Several participant representatives presented their work. Their presentation were creative and innovative that they exceed expectations. They could use the application easily and even used it further than described in the training. One of the participants, for example, made a complete gamelan with various musical instruments such as saron, bonang, gendang, gong, jenglong and arumba. The media had a potential to be developed further. This media allowed users to play gamelan online. An example of the music learning media made by one of the participants is illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Degung Learning Media](image)

Several participants, however, still experienced difficulties. Most of them did not understand the function of each tool. To solve this problem, one of the participants were asked to simulate directly how to make the media step by step and the other participants watched carefully. At this stage, there were no finished products of learning media. All of the media had to go through a revision process to produce good music learning media. For this reason, additional time was provided for the participants to revise their products.

**Step 5: Revision**

The participants revised their products based on input from the presenters, such as inaccurate tone, non-proportional form, inappropriate coding, sounds that failed to play, and movements that are not suitable. They seemed very excited to be able to finish the product on time. This was observed when many participants asked questions either through personal chat or Whatsapp groups. In this situation, the collaboration team was always on hand to help those who are in trouble.

**Step 6: Reflection**

The last face-to-face activity was carried out at this stage. Several participant representatives presented their work. The activity continued with reflection through questions and statements given to participants via google form. These statements and questions also served as a survey
tool to collect post-activity information in this research. One of the participants gave a testimony, “I feel very happy and proud because I, who initially did not know about this application, was finally able to complete the task with good results even though there were still many shortcomings. Of course, by taking Scratch Training, I gained new knowledge and can share this experience with colleagues at school.” Another participant stated, “First, maybe a little confused in using the application; but when it was applied in making music instruments it was very interesting and later it will be easier to introduce musical instruments to students.” There was also a participant who expressed, “It is great to get new knowledge and challenges. Hopefully this application can solve the problem that I experience regarding the limited musical accompaniment at school. Hopefully in the future I can take part in other workshops which certainly add to my knowledge as a teacher who must be dynamic following the changing times.”

After all participants filled out the survey form, the activity was officially closed. Next, the collaboration team checked each submitted assignment to determine eligible certificate recipients.

DISCUSSION

Post-action Analysis

At the end of the activities, all participants were able to make music learning media that can be used in teaching. This shows that the participants were able to complete the product well. Not only that, almost all teachers planned to use the Scratch application to develop music learning media. This was revealed from the survey results in an open statement “I plan to use the Scratch application to make music learning media.” Based on the statement, 14 (36.8%) participants strongly agreed, 21 (55.3%) agreed, and only three (7.9%) rather disagreed. After further investigation, a participant said that “Scratch will help the learning process and attract students’ interest.” Another participant said that “the Scratch application is quite easy to use and can help make the music learning process more enjoyable.” These statements were enough to provide an indication that the teachers’ ability to develop music learning media has increased. In addition, it also showed that the teachers’ understanding of the importance of technology in supporting the facilities and infrastructure for learning music has changed. The teachers understood that learning supported by technology will be easier (Julia et al., 2020; Julia et al., 2019). Therefore, it can be concluded that elementary school teachers can improve their ability to develop music learning media.

Regarding the use of the Scratch application, based on the survey through an open question “I can use the Scratch application easily,” it is known that four (10.5%) participants strongly agreed, 16 (42.1%) agreed, 17 (44.7%) rather disagreed, and one (2.6%) disagreed. These results illustrated that for some people, Scratch was easy to use while for some it was not easy
to use. After further investigation, several answers were obtained. One participant said, “This scratch application is very simple with simple coding, very helpful and saves time.” Another participant said, “more time is still needed to learn more about the use of coding functions.” In addition, there was also a participant who said “Initially it was a bit difficult, but after trying so many times, (I) became accustomed and motivated to use the application.” This illustrates that, essentially, all participants were able to use the Scratch application. However, in the process, there were participants who could understand it very easily, while some took longer. It depended on the participants’ understanding and ability to use computers. Therefore, it can be concluded that elementary school teachers can utilize technology for teaching music.

Based on the results of the post-action survey, it was found that 36 (94.7%) participants admitted that the Scratch application was very helpful when teaching music. Not only that, 36 (94.7%) participants agreed that the application could be created in such a way that it could overcome the limitations of music learning media. In the end, 100% of participants agreed that elementary school teachers need to be trained in using the Scratch application. After further investigation, a participant said, “Not all schools have complete musical instruments and music learning media, such as gamelan. However, with the Scratch application, the teachers can make an alternative gamelan.” Another participant said, “With this application, we can introduce various musical instruments to students without having to have real instruments.” Several participants said, “Elementary students need an interesting application of learning media that can stimulate their skills; so with the Scratch application, the learning becomes more creative and innovative.” This is in line with Meerbaum-Salant et al., (2013) who stated that Scratch greatly facilitates learning in schools so that students only need a little time to learn a topic. However, there were also participants who said that not all educators were proficient in using digital media, especially those specific to the use of applications. Hence, it is necessary to work hard in socializing the use of various applications that can support learning. It has become a consideration to continue carrying out training activities for teachers, especially those related to the use of technology and information. Therefore, it can be concluded that the critical-reflective steps taken in training can change the paradigm of elementary school teachers to be more creative in teaching music.

CONCLUSIONS

Learning media is a fundamental in learning music in elementary level because music learning media affect student competence. However, in reality, not all elementary schools in Indonesia have complete facilities and means of learning music which is a classic problem in Indonesian education. The use of technology, especially applications in developing learning media, is one solution. Through technology, teachers can overcome the limitations of learning media by creating innovative, creative and multifunctional learning media.
In this research, the teachers were trained through six critical steps that were structured and controlled. The results showed a change in the teachers' paradigm regarding the use of technology in developing instructional media. This can be seen based on the survey results that 100% of the participants agreed that teachers need to train to use the Scratch application. In addition to helping teachers develop instructional media, mastery of technology can also have a positive influence on the ability and confidence of teachers in teaching music (Seddon dan Biasutti, 2008; Greher, 2011).

The teachers were asked, “Will the Scratch application really help when teaching music?” All participants agreed to this statement. A teacher said that the Scratch application is suitable because it will help the learning process and attract students’ interest in learning music. Another teacher said that the scratch application was quite easy to use and could help make learning music more enjoyable. There are also teachers who said that the Scratch application can be created in such a way that it can overcome the limitations of music learning media. These statements indicate a change in understanding of teachers in developing learning media through technology. Using the Scratch application, teachers can create various creative and innovative learning media so that they can help teachers achieve learning goals.

Based on the results of the research, it can be concluded that the six critical steps taken in this study could change teachers’ understanding in developing music learning media, especially in elementary schools. A series of processes in implementing critical steps provides knowledge and answers to the questions raised at the outset. The first question is, “Can elementary school teachers improve their abilities in developing music learning media?” The survey showed that all teachers were able to make music learning media. This illustrates that their skills in developing learning media have increased. The second question, “Can elementary teachers use technology for teaching music?” Based on the survey results in the pre-action stage, it was found that 34 out of 38 participants had never used an application in developing learning media. However, based on the post-research survey, they could use the Scratch application in developing learning media. Not only that, all participants planned to use the application in learning. This shows that elementary school teachers can take advantage of technology in teaching music. The final question, “Will a series of reflective-critical steps be able to change the paradigm of elementary school teachers to be more creative in teaching music?” The results showed that all participants were able to create creative and innovative music learning media. In addition, all participants also agreed that the Scratch application could really helped them in teaching music because it can be created in such a way as to become a variety of music learning media. This illustrates that there is a shift in the teachers’ paradigm in developing music learning media to be more creative and innovative.
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